Walking tour: “GREEK TEMPLES” IN PROVIDENCE  
pinar_durgun@brown.edu

STOP 1: HAFFENREFFER MUSEUM OF ANTHROPOLOGY (Manning Hall, Brown campus)
Themes of discussion:
• What is a (Greek) temple?
• Archaic and Classical Greece
• Temple orders
• History of Manning Hall
• Compare to: the Parthenon, Athens

STOP 2: JOHN CARTER BROWN LIBRARY (Main Green, Brown campus)
• Temple decoration
• History of JCB Library

STOP 3: ATHENAEUM (Benefit Street)
• Goddess Athena
• The Parthenon, Acropolis
• History of the Athenaeum

STOP 4: OLD STONE BANK (South Main Street)
• Classical influence on Roman religion, art, and architecture
• The Pantheon, Rome
• History of Old Stone Bank

STOP 5: THE ARCADE
• What is Neo-classical and Greek-revival architecture?
  Greek revival architecture in America, Talbot Hamlin: “However it was in the smallest of the New England states, Rhode Island, that the Greek Revival was perhaps most successful and its monuments most notable”
• History of the Arcade
• Compare to: the White House, the Capitol Building/Providence
Tour stops.
Note that the tour starts at Haffenreffer Museum of Anthropology on Brown University Campus.

Greek temple orders we will be discussing in this tour.